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Abstract
This is a highly visual PowerPoint presentation on using 
visuals (including photos, diagrams, and drawings) to 
stimulate discussion in interviews.  The first part of the 
presentation looks at the theory (including advantages and 
disadvantages) of using visuals in interviews.  The second 
part looks at my own research, where I used drawings and 
diagrams in interviews to stimulate discussion. I noticed 
participants offered some information in response to 
visuals which they did not offer in response to open-ended 
questions.  Also, I will discuss how to create visuals for 
interviews from background research in one’s topic, and 
the advantages and limitations of using visuals to 
represent concepts. 
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3.Briefly describe research (One-Pager)
4.Improve informed consent process
5.Provide visual interview guide
6.Prompt with visual (elicitation)
7.Record technical or spatial information
8.Communicate results
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Kat

American Eel

Ka’tew

Gàd
Ka:t

Katew Kat:taqKataq
Gàdaq



kopskewedum

lamper eel

rock eel

banogopskunow’ kadenoks

conger eel

qotoqonokj

elnekât

freshwater eel



mud

eel grass

quata’skul

kadaskool

kata:skwul



Origin of the Eel Spearstory

kezkamsit
pasigawadi

okpadega’
to fasten the spear to 
the handle

(Wallis & Wallis 1955: 246,397)



nikoj:ij

tlawo:qte:k

tlawa:qte:m

small two-pronged spear

summer

summer spear

(Prosper)

algoome

“hunting for something in the 
water” 

to stand on the gunwales of a 
canoe and spear fish



betooaasow’

nadooei

to spear eels in 
the mud in 
winter

winter

winter spear

(Prosper)

nikoq

nikoqol
eel spear





\

ear aches chest colds

memá oil

memaadoo

mema’dega

memaaluk

to oil

(Social Research for Sustainable Fisheries& Paktnkek Fish &Wildlife Society 2002)



rheumatism

ropes

hair strings

Ka:tomi

eel skin

kadaageisprains headaches

cramps kade’kan’abi

sakulo bee

(Wallis & Wallis 1955, Lacey 1977)

broken bones
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Traditional Ecological  Knowledge

Knowledge

…held by particular people

…about a particular place

…in a particular time
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Unama’kik

Eskasoni

Potlotek

We’koqma’q

Wagmatcook

Membertou
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Informed Consent Process
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Visual Interview Guide



Try sets of questions for each practice (e.g. when you smoke 
an eel, when you drain an eel for oil, how do you do it? Or, what 
do you do step by step?)
What do you do when you go eeling?
What do you know about eel?
How do you catch eel?
Where do you go in looking for eel?
What do you believe about eels?
What beliefs about eels are important to you?
What should people know about eel?
Can you describe an eel to me?
Would you tell me a story about eel?
How are eel used?
Why do you catch eel? What to you do with eel once you catch them?
Do you eat eel?  How often do you go eeling? 
How do you prepare eel? How do you prepare and cook eel?
What do you do with eel once you catch it?
Who taught you about eel? How did you learn about eel/harvesting eel?
What are Mi’kmaq words for eel and eeling?
Where do you go to find eel?
What types of places are eel found?
When do you go eel fishing? How do you know when to go?
What tools do you use when you’re eeling?
What is an eel like through its life?
Why do you do it that way? Do you know more than one way to do it? Is 
this the traditional way?
How did you learn how to do this? 
How did you learn about the eel?
Can you tell me about the first time you went eeling? Can you tell me 
about that last time you went eeling? Can you tell me a story about 
going eeling? What is it like to go eeling?
What is it important for Mi’kmaq science students to learn about eel?
Is this something students could or should learn about at school?
How would you teach youth about this? What would you teach you 
about this?
What is the Mi’kmaq relationship with the American eel?
Is American eel important? Why?
Probes:
Can you tell me more about that?
When you say, “___”, what do you mean?
Can you explain it to me the way you would to a young person who was 
just learning?
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eel oil massage

sunburn insect repellent waterproof

(Wallis & Wallis 1955: 62)

?



leptocephali

glass eel

skimogan
eel slime

yellow eel

katew

silver eel

qsow

egg

elver

American eel

Anguilla rostrata

(Scott & Scott 1988: 75-79)

kataqjij
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Types of Visuals

photograph drawing storyboard

diagram map

film



Visuals are constructed



Visuals can be coded
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glass eel

skimogan
eel slime

yellow eel

katew

silver eel
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Qualitative Data Collection
(Creswell 2003)

audiovisualinterview

observation documents

TEXT
TEXT
TEXT



Observation

“show me”

outside 
perspective



Interviews
face to face

telephonegroup

one-on-one computer

distance

(Creswell 2003)



Interviews
“tell me” Interpretative

Researcher 
influence

Memory

Deceit

Perceptiveness
Articulate

Fluency

inside

perspective



“Crisis of Representation”

Inside

Perspective

Outside

Perspective



“Crisis of Representation”

Structured versus unstructured

Open versus closed questions

Inside

Perspective

Outside

Perspective



We See Uniquely
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: 









Thank you





Eskasoni First Nation Detachment

Thank you / Wela’lioq Mi’kmaq Elders
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